
ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES

Mindfulnesss

RESHET

Intro To . . .

WHAT IS MINDFULNESS :

HTTPS ://WWW .YOUTUBE .COM/WATCH?

V=OARDBLWESXE 

A DEVICE CONNECTED TO THE

INTERNET AND WITH SOUND 

A PIECE OF FOOD OF YOUR CHOICE   

A PRINTER         

PAPER

  COLOURING PENCILS

HELPFUL RESOURCES :       

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaRDbLWeSXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaRDbLWeSXE


"Taking note" - also known as
mindfulness - is one of the five main

ways to wellbeing.
Pause for three minutes.

Consider your senses and take a note in your
mind 

of what you are experiencing.
 

What colors can you see?

Which objects are around
you?

What is the light like?

How does the surface that
you're touching feel -

rough? Smooth?

What sounds do you hear?



Practicing
Mindfulness

1. Go to your kitchen and find a bit of food that you enjoy.
Mindful eating is about enjoyment.

2. Take a note of what does it look like? What colours does it
have?

3. What does it feel like? Is it grainy? Dry? Moist?
4. Now explore this piece of food using your sense of smell. Is it
strong? Comforting? Scentless? Keep taking note in your mind.

5. Take your first bite. Chew slowly and notice what you are
experiencing. You might want to close your eyes to allow more

focus and presence. 
6. What do you taste? Is it intense all at once? Bite by bite? Is it

strong or gentle? Take at least 20 seconds to do this, taking note
throughout.

  
How did you find this? Is it something you want to try

to incorporate into your daily life?

Mindful Eating



Practicing
Mindfulness

Mindful Colouring
Print out the following picture: -http://getcolorings.com/get-

coloringpage#mindfulness-coloring-pages-31.png
As you are colouring in, try to focus only on the colouring

and take note...

1.

2.

“I am picking up a pink pencil and colouring in these leaves”
“I have coloured in most of the big sections” 

“I am going to use the green pencil for this section”

Take as much time as you'd like.

 
How did you find this? Is it something you want to try

to incorporate into your daily life?

http://getcolorings.com/get-coloringpage#mindfulness-coloring-pages-31.png


Practicing
Mindfulness

Mindful Walking

Take note of the rhythm of your legs moving one in front of the
other

Every time your thoughts veer off, bring yourself back to your legs
moving in this rhythm as well as your breathing…

How does it feel to breathe in and out whilst outside? Whilst
walking? 

What is the light like? 
Are there many other people around? If there are houses around

you, what are they like? 
What are the main colours around you?

What can you hear? Connect to the sounds around you. 

What can you feel?

 If you are able to leave your house to go for a walk, please do so 
Whilst you are walking, take note of the following:

Traffic? The sound of wind in the trees? Other people’s voices? Your
own feet? Your own breathing?

The wind against your cheeks and neck? The surface of the ground?
Brushing against a hedge? Take note of these sensations.



To Finish...
Mindful Space

Whilst we are spending more time in our home
environments, it is important to have spaces which feel

mindfully set-up and inviting to be mindful within. 

1. Enter a space in which you spend a large
amount of time at the moment

2. Spend at least 5 minutes looking mindfully at
the space, taking note of what you see and the

sensations this brings up within you. What
emotions come up?

3. If there are any items which immediately
make you feel a sense of clutter or stress,

acknowledge them remove them from your
space (donate or recycle!)

4. After this, consider whether any of the
remaining items add more clutter than purpose
or joy. If the answer is yes, acknowledge them

and remove them from your space
5. With the remaining items, take note of what
sensations you feel in the space and move the
items around slowly to increase your sense of

ease and mindfulness. Remember that this
doesn’t need to happen all at once but can

happen in an ongoing way. 


